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a b s t r a c t

Magnetorheological elastomers (MREs) are ferromagnetic particle impregnated rubbers
whose mechanical properties are altered by the application of external magnetic fields.
Due to their coupled magneto-mechanical response, MREs are finding an increasing
number of engineering applications. One such application is in haptics, where the goal is
to actively control surface roughness. One way to achieve this is by exploiting the unstable
regime of MRE substrate/layer assemblies subjected to transverse magnetic fields. In this
work, we study the response of such an assembly subjected to a transverse magnetic field
and in-plane stress. The layer is made up of a transversely isotropic MRE material, whose
energy density has been obtained experimentally, while the substrate is a non-magnetic
isotropic pure polymer/gel. An analytical solution to this problem based on a general,
finite strain, 2D continuum modeling for both the MRE layer and the substrate shows that
for adequately soft substrates there is a finite-wavelength buckling mode under a
transverse magnetic field. Moreover, the critical magnetic field can be substantially
reduced in the presence of a compressive stress of the assembly, thus opening the
possibility for haptic applications operating under low magnetic fields.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Magnetorheological elastomers (MREs) are ferromagnetic particle impregnated rubbers that can be deformed by external
magnetic fields (e.g. see Rigbi and Jilkén, 1983; Ginder et al., 1999). These composites are members of a wide class of
materials that exhibit multi-physics couplings and termed “active materials”. In virtue of the strong interactions between
their magnetic and elastic response, MRE's are considered for a wide number of engineering applications, such as sensors,
actuators, vibrations dampers or haptic devices. It is this latter category of applications that motivates the present study and
more specifically the possibility of inducing deformation patterns in MRE layers through external magnetic fields and
controlled by mechanical loads.

More specifically, of interest here is a MRE layer bonded on a non-magnetic substrate and subjected to a combination of
magnetic and mechanical loads: transverse (along the thickness direction) magnetic field and axial (parallel to the interface)
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compression. Either loading by itself can lead to bifurcation (buckling) of the MRE layer. For the purely magnetic loading
case, Moon and Pao (1968) studied the problem of magnetoelastic buckling of a thin metallic ferromagnetic plate subjected
to a transverse magnetic field using structural models. In that work, the plate is initially flat and stable. When the magnetic
field reaches a critical value, the plate rotates and the corresponding buckling wavelength is comparable to the finite length
of the thin plate. The instability of the plate subjected to a transversely magnetic field can be interpreted as the well-known
compass effect in magnetism, where an unconstrained rod/plate tends to align with the applied magnetic field. In the
present work, the presence of the non-magnetic substrate penalizes the energy of the long wavelength modes in the
unbounded MRE layer/substrate system, leading to finite wavelengths for the critical instability mode (i.e., mode
corresponding to the lowest value of the applied external magnetic field).

In a subsequent study, Pao and Yeh (1973) revisited this problem using a continuum theory of magnetoelasticity which,
upon linearization, yields the buckling results of Moon and Pao (1968). In addition to these theoretical investigations, one
should also mention associated experimental studies (e.g. Wallerstein and Peach, 1972; Popelar, 1972; Miya et al., 1978). The
bifurcation problem of an MRE block under plane strain conditions and subjected to a transverse magnetic field has recently
been investigated by Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2008) using the coupled magneto-mechanical variational formulation
proposed by Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2004). The structural model results of Moon and Pao (1968) have been recovered
from the 2D analysis of Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2008) in the asymptotic limit of a vanishing block aspect ratio.

The problem of purely mechanical loading for the substrate/layer assembly has attracted considerably more attention.
There, the instability is due to the axial compression of the subspace, a phenomenon initially pointed out by Biot (1965). The
addition of a stiffer thin film bonded on a softer substrate has been the object of numerous subsequent studies (the
interested reader is referred to Shield et al., 1994; Chen and Hutchinson, 2004; Huang et al., 2005; Audoly and Boudaoud,
2008a and references quoted therein). The combination of mechanical and magnetic loading to study the stability of
composites has appeared very recently with the work of Rudykh and Bertoldi (2013), who have investigated infinite,
magnetoactive layered composites. In the present work, and keeping in mind our interest in haptic applications, the goal is
to choose the constitutive properties of the MRE layer and the substrate in combinationwith appropriately applied magnetic
and mechanical loading conditions in order to achieve buckling at rather low magnetic fields.

The model studied here consists of an infinite MRE layer perfectly bonded to a non-magnetic substrate and subjected to a
transverse magnetic field and lateral in-plane compression. The layer is made up of a transversely isotropic MRE, while the
substrate is a non-magnetic isotropic elastomer. A variational, energy-based formulation for conservative problems is used
and an analytical solution of the associated 2D (plane strain) problem is presented. More specifically, in Section 2, we
present the governing equations of the problem, based on the general variational framework of Kankanala and
Triantafyllidis (2004). In this same section, we define the geometry of the problem, select the material properties following
the experimental results of Danas et al. (2012) and present the principal solution of the MRE substrate/layer assembly. In
Section 3, we describe the bifurcation analysis of the assembly for arbitrary constitutive laws. In Section 4, we present
results of the critical applied magnetic field bhc and critical stretch ratio of the interface λ1

c
(a measure of the applied

compressive stress) as a function of the MRE substrate/layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl. In the case of purely magnetic loading
(λ1 ¼ 1), because of magnetic saturation the critical magnetic field is found to increase rapidly with Gs=Gl leading to bhc values
that are unrealistic for applications. For the same reason, a bifurcation due to a purely magnetic loading becomes impossible
except for very soft substrates. By contrast, a combination of mechanical (compressing the MRE substrate/layer assembly
with λ1o1 near its purely mechanical instability threshold) and magnetic loads brings down substantially the critical
magnetic field and the assembly can bifurcate even for substrates that are stiffer than the layer. The MRE layer anisotropy is
found to play an important role in the resulting critical magnetic field. Concluding remarks and suggestions for future work
are presented in Section 5. For efficiency, the lengthy intermediate steps in the analysis are given in Appendix, whose last
section provides a simple, physically motivated structural model that helps the reader understand why a thin, stiff layer
bonded on a soft substrate buckles under a transverse magnetic field and establishes key asymptotic results.

2. Problem formulation

This section presents the equations governing the layer–substrate system under magneto-mechanical loading conditions.
More specifically, we first present the variational formulation of the problem and the resulting governing equations (the
point-wise Euler–Lagrange equations plus the boundary/interface conditions). We then define the layer–substrate geometry
and describe the applied loading. Subsequently, we present the energy density function for the MRE-layer and the non-
magnetic substrate. The section concludes with the derivation of the principal solution.

2.1. Governing equations

Following the work of Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2004, 2008), we assume that the potential energy P of the system
under consideration can be written as (see Eq. (3.1) in Kankanala and Triantafyllidis, 2004 for a detailed proof)

P ¼
Z
V
ρ0 ψ F;M;Nð Þ�μ0 M � bh�f � u
h i

dV�
Z
∂V
T � u dSþ

Z
R3

μ0J
2
h � h dV : ð2:1Þ
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In this expression, ψ denotes the specific Helmholtz free energy function which, for both layers of interest, depends upon
the deformation gradient F� x ∇,1 and for the case of the MRE-layer depends also on the current specific magnetization M
and on a vector N used to describe its anisotropy. The reference density ρ0 is related to the current density ρ by ρ0 ¼ ρJ (with
J � det F), T is the mechanical surface traction vector in the reference configuration and f is the mechanical specific body
force vector. Notice that the magnetic energy in (2.1) is integrated not over the volume V occupied by the solid but over the
entire space R3, since the magnetic field extends in the surrounding air; the constant appearing in front of the magnetic
energy μ0 ¼ 4π10�7 N A�2 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum.

The magnetic loading consists of applying an external h-field bh. The total current h-field h (or the total current magnetic
field b) is decomposed into the externally applied h-field bh (or externally applied magnetic field bb) plus the corresponding
perturbation fields ~h (or ~b) as follows:

h¼ bhþ ~h; b¼ bbþ ~b; bb ¼ μ0
bh; ~b ¼ μ0ð ~hþρMÞ: ð2:2Þ

Moreover, using the fact that the current magnetic field is divergence free (∇ � b¼ 0), one can show that the perturbed
magnetic field ~B in the reference configuration takes the form:

~B ¼ JF�1 � ~b; ~B ¼∇� ~A ; ð2:3Þ

where ~A is the vector potential of the magnetic field perturbation in the reference configuration.
Substituting the above equations in the original potential energy (2.1), we rewrite P as a function of three independent

variables: the displacement u, the current specific magnetization M and the vector potential ~A of the magnetic field
perturbation, resulting (see Eq. (3.12) in Kankanala and Triantafyllidis, 2004 for derivation details)

P u;M; ~A
� �

¼
Z
V
ρ0 ψ F;M;Nð Þ�μ0 M � bh�f � u
h i

dV�
Z
∂V
T � u dS

þ
Z
R3

1
2μ0 J

F � ∇� ~A
� �

�μ0 ρ0 M
h i

� F � ∇� ~A
� �

�μ0 ρ0 M
h i

dV : ð2:4Þ

The potential energy (2.4) is then extremized with respect to u, M and ~A to give the strong form of the field equations
plus the corresponding boundary/interface conditions. Extremizing the potential energy implies that the first variation of P2

is equal to zero

δPðu;M; ~AÞ ¼P;u δuþP;M δMþP; ~A δ ~A ¼ 0; ð2:5Þ

and since the variations δu, δM and δ ~A are arbitrary, each one of the three terms in (2.5) must vanish.
In the following, for continuity of the presentation, we just display the results of the aforementioned variations; for full

derivation details the interested reader is referred to Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2008). Vanishing of the variation of the
potential energy P with respect to displacement u from (2.5) yields

P;uδu¼ 0 ) ∇ �Πþρ0 f ¼ 0; XAV ; N � ½½Π�� ¼ T; XA∂V ; ð2:6Þ

where Π¼ Jr � F�T is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress (or transpose of the nominal stress) and N is the unit normal to the
boundary ∂V in the reference configuration. Moreover, the Cauchy (or true) stress r is a total stress measure that contains
both mechanical and electromagnetic contributions and can be shown to take the form

r¼ ρ
∂ψ
∂F

� FT þμ0 hM
� �

þμ0 hh�1
2
h � hð ÞI

� �
: ð2:7Þ

Note that in vacuum (i.e. ρ¼ 0), the total Cauchy stress is non-zero and equals the Maxwell stress μ0½hh�ð1=2Þðh � hÞI� as
expected from classical electromagnetic theory. The mechanical surface traction t in the current configuration (counterpart
of T in the reference configuration) can be readily obtained from (2.6) and (2.7) by

t¼ ρ
∂ψ
∂F

� FT �ρ μ0
2

ðM � nÞ2I
� �

� n; ð2:8Þ

where n is the unit outward normal to the boundary ∂V in the current configuration.
Next, we consider the vanishing of the variation of the potential energy P with respect to the magnetization M according

to (2.5), which gives the constitutive relation

P;MδM¼ 0 ) μ0h¼ ∂ψ
∂M

; XAV : ð2:9Þ
1 Here ∇� ∂ðÞ=∂X denotes the gradient operator in the reference configuration with x and X the current and reference position vector respectively of a
material point.

2 Henceforth, P;gδg and ðP ;ggδgÞΔg denote, respectively, the first and second Frechet derivatives of the potential energy P with respect to the
independent variables g� fu;M; ~Ag.
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the MRE-layer/non-magnetic substrate, plane strain boundary value problem. Part (a) shows the geometry of the stress-free,
reference configuration of the system. The perfectly bonded interface is taken for convenience at X2 ¼ 0 and is aligned with the X1-axis; the MRE layer has
an initial thickness H and lies atop the non-magnetic, semi-infinite substrate. Part (b) shows the deformed (initial post-bifurcated), configuration under
applied mechanical and magnetic loads, i.e., an applied stretch λ1 along the X1 (interface) direction and an applied h-field bh ¼ bh e2 along the X2 (normal to
interface) direction. Part (c) shows an electron micrograph of the anisotropic (orthotropic) MRE layer; the application of a magnetic field during the curing
process leads to formation of particle chains aligned with the curing field direction. Part (d) sketches the MRE film and the two different magnetic loadings
considered: case (i) where the particle chains of direction N are parallel to the applied h-field bh and case (ii) where particle chains of direction N are
perpendicular to the applied h-field bh .
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Finally from (2.5), vanishing of the variation of the potential energy P with respect to the perturbed magnetic vector
potential ~A results in Ampère's differential equation and boundary/interface condition in the reference configuration

P; ~Aδ
~A ¼ 0 ) ∇�H¼ 0; XAR3; N � ½½H�� ¼ 0; XA∂V ; H¼ h � F: ð2:10Þ

The pointwise equations and boundary/interface conditions derived from (2.5) govern the behavior of the MRE layer, the
non-magnetic substrate as well as the surrounding air.

2.2. Geometry and loading

The problem at hand pertains to a MRE layer/non-magnetic substrate assembly under plane strain conditions subjected
to combined mechanical and magnetic loading, as shown in Fig. 1.

More specifically, the stress-free, reference (undeformed) configuration is depicted in Fig. 1a, and consists of an MRE
layer of initial thickness H resting atop a non-magnetic semi-infinite substrate. The perfectly bonded interface is taken for
convenience at X2 ¼ 0 and is aligned with the X1-axis. The Lagrangian formulation of the governing equations used in this
work and the assumption of (finite) plane strain deformations dictate that all field quantities are functions of ðX1;X2Þ, the
reference cartesian coordinates of each material point.

The layered structure is subjected to three different loadings. The first loading case is purely magnetic and consists in an
applied magnetic field along the X2 direction, i.e. normal to the interface, while at the same time imposing zero strain at the
interface3 (λ1 ¼ 1) along the X1 direction during this loading process. The second loading case is purely mechanical and
consists of compressing the interface along the X1 direction by λ1o1. The third loading case consists of a combination of the
previous two: applying compression along the X1 direction, keeping λ1o1 constant, and subsequently increasing magnetic
field bb ¼ μ0

bh along the X2 direction. It should be noted that due to the independence of the strain energy on the sign of the
magnetization, the sign of the applied magnetic field does not affect the solution of the problem at hand and hence is always
3 Here λi with i¼1,2 denote the principal stretch ratios in each layer; perfect bonding dictates that the imposed λ1 is the same for both the MRE layer
and the non-magnetic substrate; as expected λ2 is different at the layer and the substrate, depending on applied loading and constitutive response.
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directed along the positive X2 direction. Of interest are the conditions at the onset of bifurcation in the substrate/layer
assembly, which will be investigated in the next section. A schematic of the deformed (initial post-bifurcated) configuration
is depicted in Fig. 1b. The X1-invariance of the principal solution allows a Fourier decomposition of the eigenmode; the
wavelength L and corresponding wavenumber ω are also sketched in Fig. 1b.

The MRE layers used in this study are those investigated in Danas et al. (2012), which due to their manufacturing process
(curing in the presence of a magnetic field) are orthotropic due to the presence of particle chain microstructures, as seen in
the micrograph in Fig. 1c. Due to the MRE layer orthotropy, two different layer configurations will be considered, as depicted
in Fig. 1d: the parallel configuration (bh JN) where the particle chains of direction N are set parallel to the applied h-field bh
and the perpendicular configuration (bh ? N) where particle chains of direction N are set perpendicular to the applied h-
field bh.

2.3. Material selection

The MRE layer considered in this study has been presented in Danas et al. (2012) and consists of nearly spherical carbonyl
iron particles (ISP, grade S-3700) embedded in natural rubber, i.e. cis-polyisoprene, whereas the particle sizes range from
approximately 0.5 μm to 5 μm and have a volume fraction of 25%. These composites are manufactured in the presence of a
curing magnetic field and their iron particles form chain-like microstructures whose direction is described by the unit vector
N, as shown in Fig. 1c. Consequently, the coupled magneto-mechanical response of the MRE layer is described by a
transversely isotropic energy density function ψ lðF;M;NÞ which depends on the deformation gradient tensor F, the specific
magnetization M and the reference configuration particle-chain orientation vector N, as discussed in (2.1). For such
transversely isotropic materials, their energy density is a function of ten independent invariants involving, F,M and N. In the
present case, following Danas et al. (2012), we will make use of only eight of these ten independent invariants4 given by

I1 � TrðF � FÞ; I3 � J2 ¼ ðdet FÞ2; I4 �N � FT � F �N;

I6 �M �M; I7 �M � F � FT �M; I8 �M � ðF � FT Þ2 �M;

I9 � ðM � F � NÞ2; I10 � ðM � F �NÞðM � F � FT � F �NÞ: ð2:11Þ

Consequently, the transversely isotropic energy density function of the MRE layer ψl takes the form5:

ρ0ψ l F;M;Nð Þ ¼ G0
l

2
ðJ�1Þ2þGl

2
C1 ∑

5

k ¼ 1
d1kðJ�2=3I1�3ÞkþC4 ∑

4

k ¼ 2
d4kðJ�2=3I4�1Þk

"

þC6
I6
M2

s

þCn

6
1
2
ln 1� I6

M2
s

 !2
24 35þ I6

M2
s

tanh�1 I6
M2

s

 !8<:
9=;

þC7
I7
M2

s

þC8
I8
M2

s

þC9
I9
M2

s

þC10
I10
M2

s

#
; ð2:12Þ

with Gl¼1.0374 MPa denoting the shear modulus of the MRE layer associated with shearing perpendicular to the particle
chains and G0

l being the Lamé constant associated with the compressible part of the energy taken in this study large
compared to Gl, i.e. G

0
l ¼ 100Gl. The magnetization at saturation Ms is such that μ0ðρ0MsÞl ¼ 0:45T . The numerical values of

the material constants in (2.12) are

C1 ¼ 1; d11 ¼ 1; d12 ¼ �7; d13 ¼ 120; d14 ¼ �700; d15 ¼ 3000;

C4 ¼ 0:1; d42 ¼ 1; d43 ¼ �21; d44 ¼ 90;

C6 ¼ 0:36; C7 ¼ �0:32; C8 ¼ 0:11; C9 ¼ �0:12; C10 ¼ 0:08; Cn

6 ¼ 0:1: ð2:13Þ

The substrate is described for simplicity by a purely mechanical, compressible, isotropic Neo-Hookean model, whose
energy function reads

ρ0ψ s Fð Þ ¼ Gs

2
J�2=3I1�3
� �

þG0
s

2
ðJ�1Þ2; ð2:14Þ

where Gs and G0
s ¼ 100Gs are its shear modulus and Lamé constants, respectively. It should be noted that the reference

configuration density of the substrate is taken for simplicity equal to that of the MRE layer.
4 The invariants I2 � 0:5½ðI1Þ2�TrððFT � FÞ2Þ� and I5 �N � ðF � FT Þ2 � N have been omitted from the above equations since they are not necessary in
constructing a satisfactory, experimental-based energy density function.

5 Note that the energy function used in this study has been appropriately modified to include compressibility effects, in contrast to the incompressible
model in Danas et al. (2012).
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2.4. Principal solution

In this section, we describe the principal solution of the MRE substrate/layer assembly, which due to the material's
orthotropy and homogeneity as well as the corresponding symmetry of the applied loading consists of a constant strain
state, i.e. constant stretches ðλ1; λ2Þ, in each layer and a constant magnetization M2 for the MRE layer.

Due to continuity of the magnetic field b across the substrate/layer interface (i.e. b¼ bb and ~b ¼ 0 for the MRE layer, the
substrate and the air), the deformation gradient F, the total magnetic field b and the magnetization M of the MRE layer take
the form

F¼ λ1e1e1þλ2e2e2; b¼ μ0
bh e2; M¼M2 e2: ð2:15Þ

For a given λ1 and bh one can find λ2 and M2 in the MRE layer by exploiting the fact that the mechanical traction t2 as well as
the magnetic field perturbation ~b2 both vanish, namely,

t2 λ2;M2ð Þ ¼ 0; ~b2 λ2;M2ð Þ ¼ μ0 h2�bhþρ0
J
M2

� �
¼ 0: ð2:16Þ

In the above system of nonlinear algebraic equations the mechanical traction component t2 is calculated with the help of
(2.8) and the layer's energy density (2.12), while the h-field component h2 is calculated with the help of (2.9) and again the
layer's energy density (2.12). A Newton–Raphson numerical method is employed to solve the above nonlinear system for
two equations for the two unknowns, since no easy analytical solution can be found due to the complexity of the adopted
expressions for the layer's energy density ψl in (2.12).

For the principal solution of the non-magnetic substrate solution, one only needs to find λ2 in terms of the applied stretch
at the interface λ1. The corresponding equation is the vanishing of the traction t2 ¼ 0 at the interface between the layer and
the substrate. Using the expression for the traction in (2.8) and the substrate energy density ψs from (2.14), the stretch λ2 in
the substrate can be expressed in terms of the interface stretch λ1 by the following analytical expression:

t2ðλ2Þ ¼ 0 ) λ2 ¼ fG0
sλ1þ½ðG0

sλ1Þ2þ4GsG
0
sðλ1Þ2þ4ðGsÞ2�1=2g=f2½G0

sðλ1Þ2þGs�g: ð2:17Þ
The non-magnetic nature of the substrate dictates M¼ 0 (same holds for the air); note however that the magnetic and h-

fields in the substrate, as well as in the air, are non-zero and can easily be found from continuity of the transverse
component of the magnetic field, i.e. b2 ¼ μ0

bh.
3. Onset of bifurcation

Of interest here is the stability – and more precisely the onset of a bifurcation instability – in the principal solution,
presented in the previous section and obtained by extremizing the potential energy P in (2.4) with respect to the three
independent fields, denoted compactly by g� fu;M; ~Ag. This solution depends on the applied mechanical and magnetic
loading, which is conveniently denoted henceforth using the load vector Λ� fλ1; bhg. Although there is no unique way of
applying such a loading, the principal solution is independent of the loading history since the problem is conservative.

At relatively small values of the applied load Λ, the principal solution g0ðΛÞ of (2.5) is stable, i.e. it is a local minimizer of
the potential energy satisfying ðP;ggðg0ðΛÞ;ΛÞδgÞδg40, for arbitrary perturbations δga0. As the applied load increases, it
reaches a critical load Λc ¼ fλc1; bhcg where the principal solution at hand g0ðΛcÞ is no longer a local minimizer. At this point,
the energy vanishes along a particular direction Δg, called the critical mode, which satisfies the condition

ðP;ggðg0ðΛcÞ;ΛcÞΔgÞδg¼ 0: ð3:1Þ
Solving the above-stated eigenvalue problem requires the consideration of the second Frechet derivatives of the potential

energy P in (2.4) with respect to the independent variables ðu;M; ~AÞ. Due to the plane-strain character of the problem,
u¼ u1e1þu2e2, M¼M1e1þM2e2 for the MRE layer and ~A ¼ ~A3 e3. For convenience, we denote ~A3 � α. Using the
independence of ðδu; δM; δαÞ, the eigenvalue problem stated in (3.1) can be written as6:

ðP;guΔgÞδu¼ 0 )
Z
V
½Luu

ijklΔuk;lþLuM
ijk ΔMkþLuα

ijkΔα;k�δui;j dV ¼ 0;

ðP;gMΔgÞδM¼ 0 )
Z
V
½LMu

ijk Δuj;kþLMM
ij ΔMjþLMα

ij Δα;j�δMi dV ¼ 0;

ðP;gαΔgÞδα¼ 0 )
Z
R2
½Lαu

ijkΔuj;kþLαM
ij ΔMjþLαα

ij Δα;j�δa;i dV ¼ 0; ð3:2Þ

where the coefficients in (3.2) are detailed in Appendix A. The Euler–Lagrange (point-wise) differential equations of (3.2)
can be obtained through standard integration by parts, leading to

½Luu
ijklΔuk;lþLuM

ijk ΔMkþLuα
ijkΔα;k�;j ¼ 0; XAV

LMu
ijk Δuj;kþLMM

ij ΔMjþLMα
ij Δα;j ¼ 0; XAV
6 Henceforth all Latin indices range in value from 1 to 2 and Einstein's summation convention is implied over repeated indices.
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½Lαu
ijkΔuj;kþLαM

ij ΔMjþLαα
ij Δα;j�;i ¼ 0; XAR2 ð3:3Þ

where V is the domain occupied by the solids (layer and substrate). These differential equations need to be supplemented
with the appropriate natural boundary/interface conditions at the MRE substrate/layer interface and the MRE layer/air
boundary, which from (3.2) are found to be

fLuu
i2klΔuk;lþLuM

i2kΔMkþLuα
i2kΔα;kgl ¼ fLuu

i2klΔuk;lþLuM
i2kΔMkþLuα

i2kΔα;kgs; ðX1;X2ÞAR� f0g
fLαu

2jkΔuj;kþLαM
2j ΔMjþLαα

2j Δα;jgl ¼ fLαu
2jkΔuj;kþLαM

2j ΔMjþLαα
2j Δα;jgs; ðX1;X2ÞAR� f0g

fLuu
i2klΔuk;lþLuM

i2kΔMkþLuα
i2kΔα;kgl ¼ 0; ðX1;X2ÞAR� fHg

fLαu
2jkΔuj;kþLαM

2j ΔMjþLαα
2j Δα;jgl ¼ 0; ðX1;X2ÞAR� fHg: ð3:4Þ

To the above natural boundary/interface conditions, one must also add the essential boundary/interface conditions which
reflect the continuity of displacement and magnetic perturbation potential, namely,

fΔuigl ¼ fΔuigs; ðX1;X2ÞAR� f0g
fΔαgl ¼ fΔαgs; ðX1;X2ÞAR� f0g
fΔαgl ¼ fΔαga; ðX1;X2ÞAR� fHg: ð3:5Þ

In expressions (3.4) and (3.5), the subscripts l, s and a denote the MRE layer, substrate and air, respectively.
3.1. Euler–Lagrange equations for the MRE layer

By expressing ΔM in terms of Δu;Δα from (3.3)2, the system of Euler–Lagrange equations for the MRE layer given by
(3.3)1 and (3.3)3 can be recast in the form

½LuuijklΔuk;lþLuαijkΔα;k�;j ¼ 0

½LαuijkΔuj;kþLααij Δα;j�;i ¼ 0

)
; ðX1;X2ÞAR� ½0;H�: ð3:6Þ

The coefficients appearing in (3.6) are defined in terms of the coefficients introduced in (3.2) by

Luuijkl �Luu
ijkl�LuM

ijp ðLMM
pq Þ�1LMu

qkl ;

Luαijk � Lαukij ¼Luα
ijk�LuM

ijp ðLMM
pq Þ�1LMα

qk ;

Lααij �Lαα
ij �LαM

ip ðLMM
pq Þ�1LMα

qj : ð3:7Þ

The solution to system (3.6) of differential equations with constant coefficients can be put in the form

ΔujðX1;X2Þ ¼ expðiωX1Þ ∑
I
ΔUI

j expðζIωX2Þ
� �

;

ΔαðX1;X2Þ ¼ expðiωX1Þ ∑
I
ΔAI expðζIωX2Þ

� �
; ð3:8Þ

where the maximum value of integer I, which represents the number of the system's independent eigenmodes, will be
specified subsequently. Substitution of expressions (3.8) in (3.6) leads to the following algebraic eigenvalue problem for ζI
and the corresponding amplitudes ðΔUI

1;ΔU
I
2;ΔAIÞ:

�Luu1111þðζIÞ2Luu1212 iζIðLuu1122þLuu1221Þ �Luα111þðζIÞ2Luα122
iζIðLuu2112þLuu2211Þ �Luu2121þðζIÞ2Luu2222 iζIðLuα212þLuα221Þ
�Lαu111þðζIÞ2Lαu212 iζIðLαu122þLαu221Þ �Lαα11þðζIÞ2Lαα22

2664
3775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Q lðζI Þ

ΔUI
1

ΔUI
2

ΔAI

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ΔUI
l

¼
0
0
0

8><>:
9>=>;: ð3:9Þ

In the above expression, ζI are the six roots of the bi-cubic characteristic equation, which implies that the integer I ranges
from 1 to 6:

det Q lðζIÞ ¼ 0; 1r Ir6: ð3:10Þ
For each root ζI in (3.10), one can find from (3.9) the linear relationship between the corresponding ΔUI

j and ΔAI:

ΔUI
j ¼ΔU I

j ΔAI ; 1r jr2; 1r Ir6; ð3:11Þ

where the coefficients ΔU I
i , introduced for convenience in notation, are functions of the constants Luu, Luα, Lαu, Lαα defined

in (3.7).
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3.2. Euler–Lagrange equations for the substrate

The system of equations for the substrate simplifies significantly since it has no magnetic-mechanical coupling.
Consequently from (3.3), we obtain the following decoupled system of Euler–Lagrange equations:

½Luu
ijklΔuk;l�;j ¼ 0

½Lαα
ij Δα;j�;i ¼ 0

)
; ðX1;X2ÞAR� ð�1;0�: ð3:12Þ

The solution to system (3.12) of differential equations with constant coefficients is given by

ΔujðX1;X2Þ ¼ expðiωX1Þ ∑
I
ΔVI

j expðξIωX2Þ
� �

;

ΔαðX1;X2Þ ¼ expðiωX1Þ½ΔAs expðθs ωX2Þ�; ð3:13Þ
where again the maximum value of integer I is determined below.

For the Δu component of the eigenmode, substitution of expressions (3.13)1 in (3.12)1 leads to the following algebraic
eigenvalue problem for ξI and the corresponding amplitudes ðΔVI

1;ΔV
I
2Þ:

�Luu
1111þðξIÞ2Luu

1212 iξIðLuu
1122þLuu

1221Þ
iξIðLuu

2112þLuu
2211Þ �Luu

2121þðξIÞ2Luu
2222

" #
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Q sðξI Þ

ΔVI
1

ΔVI
2

( )
|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ΔVI
s

¼ 0
0

	 

: ð3:14Þ

In the above expression, ξI are the two solutions with positive real part of the bi-quadratic characteristic equation, which
implies that I ranges from 1 to 2:

det Q sðξIÞ ¼ 0; ReðξIÞ40; 1r Ir2: ð3:15Þ
Out of the four (in general complex) roots of the above bi-quadratic equation only the two with positive real part are
considered, for that they need to satisfy the decay condition for the eigenmode Δu-0 as X2-�1. For each root ξI of (3.15),
one can find from (3.14) the linear relationship between ΔVI

1 and ΔVI
2, namely,

ΔVI
1 ¼ΔVI

1 ΔV
I
2; 1r Ir2; ð3:16Þ

where the coefficients ΔVI
1, introduced for convenience of notation, are functions of the constants Luu defined in (3.2).

For the independent Δα component of the eigenmode, substitution of expression (3.13)2 into (3.12)2 leads to the
following algebraic equation relating θs to the corresponding amplitude ΔAs:

½�Lαα
11þðθsÞ2Lαα

22�ΔAs ¼ 0; θs ¼ ½Lαα
11=Lαα

22�1=2: ð3:17Þ
Similarly, out of the two real roots of the above equation (it is easily shown that Lαα

11=Lαα
2240), only the positive root is

considered in order to satisfy decay condition Δα-0 of the eigenmode as X2-�1.

3.3. Euler–Lagrange equations for the air

The system of equations for the air is even simpler than the substrate's, since only the magnetic field equations (3.3)3
survive

½Lαα
ij Δα;j�;i ¼ 0; ðX1;X2ÞAR� ½H;1Þ: ð3:18Þ

As before, we have the following representation for the eigenmode ΔαðXÞ solution of the constant coefficient equation
(3.18):

ΔαðX1;X2Þ ¼ expðiωX1Þ½ΔAa expðθaωX2Þ�: ð3:19Þ
Substitution of expression (3.19) into (3.18) leads to the following algebraic relation between θa and the corresponding
amplitude ΔAa:

½�Lαα
11þðθaÞ2Lαα

22�ΔAa ¼ 0; θa ¼ �½Lαα
11=Lαα

22�1=2; ð3:20Þ
where again one can easily show that Lαα

11=Lαα
2240. This time the negative root is considered in order to satisfy decay

condition Δα-0 for the eigenmode as X2-1.
Thus far, in the above three subsections, we have constructed the general solution for the Euler–Lagrange equations of

the eigenmode, stated in (3.3). This information is needed to determine the full eigenvalue problem for the system at hand,
which is the object of the next subsection.

3.4. Determination of critical loads and corresponding eigenmodes

To complete the onset of bifurcation analysis and fully determine the critical loads and corresponding eigenmodes, we
must also use the remaining information on the system, namely the natural and essential boundary/interface conditions.
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To this end, recalling from (3.4) and (3.5) the natural and essential interface conditions at the MRE/substrate interface
and taking also into account the orthotropy of the system, we obtain

fLuu1212Δu1;2þLuu1221Δu2;1þLuα122Δα;2gl ¼ fLuu
1212Δu1;2þLuu

1221Δu2;1gs
fLuu2211Δu1;1þLuu2222Δu2;2þLuα221Δα;1gl ¼ fLuu

2211Δu1;1þLuu
2222Δu2;2gs

fLαu212Δu1;2þLαu221Δu2;1þLαα22Δα;2gl ¼ fLαα
22Δα;2gs

fΔu1gl ¼ fΔu1gs
fΔu2gl ¼ fΔu2gs
fΔαgl ¼ fΔαgs

9>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>;
; ðX1;X2ÞAR� f0g: ð3:21Þ

Similarly, recalling from (3.4) and (3.5) the natural and essential boundary conditions at the MRE surface and also taking
into account the orthotropy of the system, we additionally get

fLuu1212Δu1;2þLuu1221Δu2;1þLuα122Δα;2gl ¼ 0
fLuu2211Δu1;1þLuu2222Δu2;2þLuα221Δα;1gl ¼ 0
fLαu212Δu1;2þLαu221Δu2;1þLαα22Δα;2gl ¼ fLαα

22Δα;2ga
fΔαgl ¼ fΔαga

9>>>>=>>>>;; ðX1;X2ÞAR� fHg: ð3:22Þ

Noting that in the MRE layer ΔUI
i (i¼1,2) is written in terms of the ΔAI , and in the substrate ΔVI

1 is written in terms of
the ΔVI

2, and substituting the eigenmode expressions for each layer according to (3.8), (3.13) and (3.19) into the interface/
boundary conditions (3.21) and (3.22), we recover a 10�10 linear system, written compactly in the form

∑
10

q ¼ 1
DpqðΛ;ωHÞHq ¼ 0; 1rpr10; ð3:23Þ

where the 10-dimensional vector of unknowns H is defined by

H� f½ΔAI�l; ½ΔVJ
2�s;ΔAs;ΔAag; 1r Ir6; 1r Jr2; ð3:24Þ

and where the 10�10 matrix of coefficients DðΛ;ωHÞ is detailed in Appendix C.
The critical load Λc ¼ ðλc1; bhcÞ is found from the requirement of a nontrivial solution of the 10�10 system (3.23), i.e. from

the vanishing of the determinant

det½Dððλ1; bhÞ;ωHÞ� ¼ 0: ð3:25Þ
The critical values Λc ¼ ðλc1; bhcÞ are those roots of (3.25) that minimize 1�λ1Z0 and bhZ0 over all non-dimensional
wavenumbers ωHAR, along the chosen loading path.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, we show the results obtained from the bifurcation analysis for the MRE layer/substrate assembly. The
results are presented in three parts: in the first one, we compute the critical magnetic field as a function of the substrate/
layer shear moduli ratio, Gs=Gl under zero applied strain along the X1 direction, (bha0; λ1 ¼ 1). The second part addresses
the effect of a purely mechanical compressive loading along the X1 direction (bh ¼ 0, λ1o1) as a function of the ratio Gs=Gl.
Finally in the third part, the magnetic and mechanical loads are combined (bha0, λ1o1). The motivation of this last part is
to examine the possibility of controlling the onset of bifurcation as well the resulting wavelengths using lowmagnetic fields,
with the ultimate goal of designing an efficient haptic device.

In the following analysis, we consider that the Lamé constant (see definitions in (2.12) and (2.14)) is for both materials
G0
s;l ¼ 100Gs;l, thus exhibiting the same incompressibility for both the substrate and the MRE layer, respectively. The

magnetic field is always applied in the direction of the layer thickness, i.e. bh Je2, as shown in Fig. 1d, while the stretch is
applied along the interface direction e1, as shown in Fig. 1b. The two loading configurations depicted in Fig. 1d are the
“parallel” configuration where particle chains with direction N are oriented parallel to the applied magnetic field bh and the
“perpendicular” configuration where particle chains with direction N are oriented perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field bh. In the following calculations, an upper limit of the externally applied magnetic field has been set to bh=ρ0Ms ¼ 4, since
at this level the magnetization M240:999Ms for both the parallel and the perpendicular configuration.

4.1. Bifurcation due to purely magnetic loading

The graphs in Fig. 2 give in (a) the critical values for the dimensionless magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms and in (b) the
corresponding critical wavenumber ðωHÞc as a function of the substrate–layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl in the absence of
interface stretching (λ1 ¼ 1). The applied magnetic field is always parallel to the X2 direction (bh Je2), while the particle
chains are either parallel (bh JN – solid line) or perpendicular (bh ? N – dashed line) to the applied magnetic field bh.

As observed in Fig. 2a, a sharp asymptote is reached for the critical magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms at finite values of Gs=Gl for
both cases of particle chain orientation (bh JN and bh ? N). This is due to the fact that for an adequately high substrate
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Fig. 2. Critical values of the dimensionless (a) applied magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms and (b) the corresponding wavenumber ðωHÞc as functions of the substrate–
layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl , in the absence of interface stretching (λ1 ¼ 1). The magnetic field is always parallel to the X2 direction (bh Je2), while the
particle chains are either parallel (bh JN – solid line) or perpendicular (bh ? N – dashed line) to the applied magnetic field bh .
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stiffness, the magnetization saturation of the MRE layer7 limits the magnetic body forces, in spite of the increase of the
applied magnetic field, and prevents the onset of instability. In contrast to the critical magnetic field, Fig. 2b shows that the
difference in the critical wavenumbers ðωHÞc for the parallel and the perpendicular chain orientations is negligible, at least
up to Gs=Gl � 0:005 where the parallel configuration reaches magnetic saturation. However it is interesting to note in Fig. 2b
that no asymptote is found for the critical wavenumber ðωHÞc which increases monotonically with the layer–substrate shear
moduli ratio, contrary to the corresponding results for the critical magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms presented in Fig. 2a. Note that, past
a very small value of the substrate stiffness, the layer/substrate system does not bifurcate even at very high magnetic fields,
a restricting handicap in haptic applications. A way to induce a bifurcation with low magnetic fields for a wide range of
systems, that uses a combined magneto-mechanical loading, is discussed in detail in Section 4.3.

A second remark on the results of Fig. 2 is that as Gs=Gl-0, both the critical magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms-0 and the
corresponding critical wavenumber ðωHÞc-0 (or equivalently the critical wavelength Lc=H� 2π=ðωHÞc-1). This result is
consistent with the findings of Pao and Yeh (1973) and Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2008) for the magnetoelastic buckling
of infinitely long beams and thin blocks respectively, subjected to a transverse magnetic field, since there is no substrate
deformation to oppose the onset of an infinitely long wavelength instability in the presence of an infinitesimally small
magnetic field. In the presence of a substrate, the critical magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms is a rapidly increasing function of Gs=Gl.
Using simple structural models, we show in Appendix D that both the critical magnetic field and the critical wavenumber
grow as bhc � ðGs=GlÞ1=p and ðωHÞc � ðGs=GlÞ1=p (with p42) in the neighborhood of Gs=Gl-0.

The final observation of the results in Fig. 2a pertains to the strong influence of the particle chain orientation on the
critical magnetic field. Notice that for given layer and substrate stiffnesses, the critical magnetic field is always lower for
particle chains perpendicular to the applied field (bh ? N) compared to the critical magnetic field corresponding to the
parallel loading configuration (bh JN). A particle chain oriented normal to an applied magnetic field tends to rotate more
easily than the one parallel to it, thus explaining why a lower magnetic field is required to destabilize the MRE layer in the
first case. A related phenomenon, where particle chain orientation influences the macroscopic behavior of MRE's, is found in
the recent work of Danas et al. (2012). Therein, the authors propose a micro-deformation mechanism to explain the strong
influence of particle chain orientation with respect to the applied magnetic field on the experimentally observed
magnetostrictive coupling in MRE's (for bh ? N the magnetostrictive strains in the absence of mechanical loads are
significantly higher than the corresponding strains for bh JN).

4.2. Bifurcation due to purely mechanical loading

As a counterpart to the study of bifurcation due to purely magnetic loads, for comparison purposes we now investigate
the bifurcation of the same structure due to purely mechanical loads. This consists in revisiting the problem of a substrate/
layer bifurcation subjected to axial compression, as depicted in Fig. 1b. The results recorded in Fig. 3 show the critical stretch
ratio λ1

c
in (a) and the corresponding wavenumber ðωHÞc in (b) as functions of the substrate/layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl. A

new feature here, over the well-known classical results of the layer-on-substrate buckling problem, is the fact that the
mechanical response of the layer is now defined by the transversely isotropic energy function in (2.12) (in terms of the
7 Recall that the magnetization saturation in the MRE layer is described by the nonlinear term multiplying the constant Cn

6 in Eq. (2.12). For more
details on the MRE constitutive response the reader is referred to Danas et al. (2012).
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Fig. 3. Critical values of (a) the interface stretch ratio λ1
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and (b) the corresponding wavenumber ðωHÞc as functions of the substrate–layer shear moduli
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purely mechanical invariants I1, I3 and I4). This, in turn, allows us to consider two different configurations: particle chains
parallel to the thickness direction (NJe2 – solid line) and perpendicular to the thickness direction (N ? e2 – dashed line).

The results presented in Fig. 3a show a sharp decrease of the critical stretch ratio λc1o1 as Gs=Gl increases from zero (no
bifurcation occurs for tensile stretch ratios λ141, as intuitively expected). Note that the λ1

c
vs. Gs=Gl curve starts at (1,0). This

is due to the fact that in the absence of a substrate Gs=Gl ¼ 0, the critical stretch ratio is λc1 ¼ 1, as it corresponds to the zero
compressive axial load for the Euler buckling of an infinitely long, unsupported beam. Moreover, the difference in the critical
stretch ratios corresponding to the two different loading configurations (NJe2 and N ? e2) is rather small and not
monotonic, as observed by the crossing of the two curves. At this point it is interesting to mention that for Gs=Gl40:5, the
transversely isotropic mechanical response of the layer leads to lower critical strains (i.e., larger critical stretches λc140:75)
compared to the neo-Hookean and isotropic layer in Cao and Hutchinson (2012) not shown explicitly here.

In Fig. 3b, the critical wavenumber ðωHÞc-0 as Gs=Gl-0 in accordance with the Euler solution for the axially
compressed, infinitely long, unsupported beam. Away from the Gs=Gl ¼ 0 neighborhood, a pronounced difference between
the parallel NJe2 and the N ? e2 loading cases is observed. A sharp local maximum is found in the ðωHÞc curve which occurs
at Gs=Gl � 0:03 for the NJe2 loading and a considerably more diffuse local maximum is observed at Gs=Gl � 0:3 for the
N ? e2 loading. This maximum is probably a consequence of the strongly nonlinear mechanical response of the layer even
at relatively small strains, as discussed in Danas et al. (2012), while the difference between the two loading cases is due to
the MRE layer's orthotropy. The critical wavenumbers approach an asymptotic limit, as they begin to become insensitive of
the substrate/layer stiffness ratio for Gs=Gl41. For adequately large values of Gs=Gl, the presence of the softer MRE layer is
irrelevant, as the instability comes from the surface bifurcation of the much stiffer substrate, a phenomenon originally
discovered by Biot (1965).

A word of caution is due at this point, since here we are only concerned with the onset of a bifurcation instability. In a
series of papers Audoly and Boudaoud (2008a–c) examine the stability of bifurcated solutions and the emergence of
secondary bifurcations in thin plates bonded to elastic substrates in 3D. More recently, Hutchinson (2013) has shown that
the layer/substrate block can exhibit an unstable post-bifurcated regime for high enough values of Gs=Gl. In that work, which
analyzed isotropic layers and substrates in 2D, a critical value of Gs=Gl ¼ 0:578 is found, beyond which the layer/substrate
block could snap dynamically into creases. We emphasize that the present work pertains solely to the onset of a bifurcation
in the system at hand but does not investigate the stability of the associated bifurcated path.
4.3. Bifurcation due to combined magnetic and mechanical loading

We finally explore the effects of a combined magneto-mechanical loading on the stability of the MRE substrate/layer
assembly. In this case, the bifurcation of the structure depends on three parameters: the applied magnetic field bh, the
applied stretch at the interface λ1 and the substrate/layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl. The influence of the particle chain
orientation is also investigated.

In order to illustrate the way these three variables interact, we first fix values for the substrate/layer shear moduli ratio
Gs=Gl. Then, we compute the critical dimensionless applied magnetic field, bhc=ρ0Ms, and critical dimensionless wavenumber
ðωHÞc as a function of the critical stretch ratio λ1

c
, as shown in Fig. 4. The particle chain orientation is, again, taken to be either

parallel (bh JN – solid line) or perpendicular (bh ? N – dashed line) to the applied magnetic field.
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Fig. 4. Critical values of the dimensionless (a) applied magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms and (b) the corresponding wavenumber ðωHÞc as functions of the critical
interface stretch ratio λ1
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for three different substrate–layer shear moduli ratios Gs=Gl ¼ 0:45;0:5;0:55. The magnetic field is always parallel to the X2
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In calculating the results presented in Fig. 4, we first increase bh up to a given value and subsequently decrease λ1 (away
from unity) until the bifurcation conditions (3.25) are met. More specifically, in Fig. 4a, we show the dimensionless critical
applied magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms as a function of the critical interface stretch ratio λ1

c
for three different shear moduli ratios,

Gs=Gl ¼ 0:45; 0:5; 0:55, when the particle chains are parallel (bh JN – solid lines) or perpendicular (bh ? N – dashed lines) to
the magnetic field. As expected for bh ¼ 0, each curve starts at the critical stretch ratio for the purely mechanical loading for
the corresponding Gs=Gl, given in Fig. 3a.

The practical importance of this information lies in the fact that one could drive the substrate/layer system near a
critically stable state, i.e., near (but not exactly at) a purely mechanical instability by applying an interface stretch just shy of
what is needed to destabilize the system at hand and then trigger the bifurcation with a small magnetic field. Notice further
that due to the crossing observed between the bifurcation curves corresponding to the parallel and perpendicular loading
configurations in the purely mechanical response (see Fig. 3a), we also find a crossing between the bifurcation curves
corresponding to these two configurations in Fig. 4a for Gs=Gl ¼ 0:5. The critical magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms sharply increases as
a function of λ1

c
attaining an asymptote, as expected from magnetization saturation, according to the results in Fig. 2a. We

can thus establish that for a given system (e.g. Gs=Gl ¼ 0:5) there is only a small range of interface stretches
(0:842oλc1o0:845) in which one can obtain a bifurcation instability through an applied magnetic field.

The dimensionless critical wavenumber ðωHÞc results presented in Fig. 4b show only weak dependence on the critical
stretch λ1

c
and the substrate/layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl. In the same figure we also observe that for the Gs=Gl ratios

considered in this figure, ðωHÞc is weakly dependent on the particle chain orientation, with the wavenumbers corresponding
to the parallel loading configuration (bh JN) being always lower than those corresponding to the perpendicular loading
configuration (bh ? N).

We subsequently fix values for the interface stretch ratio λc1o1 and compute the critical dimensionless applied magnetic
field, bhc=ρ0Ms, and critical dimensionless wavenumber ðωHÞc as a function of the substrate/layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl.
For these calculations, the particle chain orientation is either parallel (bh JN), for the results presented in Fig. 5, or
perpendicular (bh ? N) to the applied magnetic field, for the results presented in Fig. 6.

As expected from the results of Fig. 4, the critical dimensionless magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms is strongly dependent upon λ1
according to the results depicted in Fig. 5a for seven different values of the interface stretch ratio:
λc1 ¼ 0:8; 0:81; 0:82; 0:83; 0:85; 0:9; 1:0. The critical magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms sharply increases as a function of λ1

c
attaining

an asymptote, as expected from magnetization saturation, and similarly to the results in Figs. 2a and 4a.
The practical implication of these curves is similar to the one presented for Fig. 4. For a given applied stretch (e.g.,

λ1 ¼ 0:85), there exist two very close extremal values of the substrate/layer shear moduli ratio (0:4oGs=Glo0:42) for which
a bifurcation can be induced through an applied magnetic field. This rather interesting behavior observed under combined
compressive mechanical stretches and magnetic fields covers a very large range of values Gs=Gl even when Gs=Gl41, i.e.
when the substrate is stiffer than the MRE layer.

The results plotted in Fig. 5b show the dimensionless wavenumber ðωHÞc as a function of Gs=Gl. An asymptotic behavior
for ðωHÞc is observed as λ1 decreases and Gs=Gl increases, i.e., almost the same wavenumber ðωHÞc � 0:4 is obtained for a
combination {λ1 ¼ 0:83, Gs=Gl � 0:75} and {λ1 ¼ 0:81, Gs=Gl � 1:3}. The dotted line shown in the same figure corresponds to
the critical wavenumber ðωHÞc associated with the purely mechanical instability. This, in turn, suggests that the wavelength
of the critical mode is primarily set by the purely mechanical response of the system, since it changes only slightly with the
application of the magnetic field, at least for finite enough stretches (λc1o0:85).
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Fig. 5. Critical values of the dimensionless (a) applied magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms and (b) the corresponding wavenumber ðωHÞc as functions of the substrate–
layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl for seven different values of the interface stretch ratio λc1 ¼ 0:8; 0:81; 0:82; 0:83; 0:85; 0:9; 1:0. The particle chains are
parallel to the magnetic field, which is always applied along X2 (NJ bh Je2). The purely mechanical loading results are depicted by a dotted line (see Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 6. Critical values of the dimensionless (a) applied magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms and (b) the corresponding wavenumber ðωHÞc as functions of the substrate–
layer shear moduli ratio Gs=Gl for seven different values of the interface stretch ratio λc1 ¼ 0:8; 0:81; 0:82; 0:83; 0:85; 0:9; 1:0. The particle chains are
perpendicular to the magnetic field, which is always applied along X2 (N ? bh Je2). The purely mechanical loading results are depicted by a dotted line (see
Fig. 3b).
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Finally, in Fig. 6, a similar trend to the results in Fig. 5 is obtained for the case of particle chains being perpendicular to
the applied magnetic field (bh ? N). In Fig. 6a, similar to Fig. 5 results are obtained that indicate a very small range of
possible substrate/layer shear moduli ratios that can be destabilized by a magnetic field for a system with a specified λ1.
Interestingly, in Fig. 6b, the critical wavelength ðωHÞc reaches higher values than those in the parallel case while it reaches an
asymptote for values λo0:81 about Gs=Gl41:15. The dotted line shown in this figure corresponds to the critical
wavenumber ðωHÞc associated with the purely mechanical instability.

5. Conclusion

The present investigation is motivated by possible applications in haptic devices, where a transverse magnetic field can
produce desirable deformation patterns in an MRE layer. The model proposed here pertains to the onset of a bifurcation in a
system consisting of a transversely isotropic MRE layer perfectly bonded to an isotropic hyperelastic substrate and subjected
to a magnetic field normal to the interface plus compressive stresses parallel to it. A 2D (plane strain) continuum model for
the infinitely long substrate/layer system is used for the calculations, based on a coupled magneto-mechanical variational
formulation introduced by Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2004) and subsequently used by Kankanala and Triantafyllidis
(2008) to study the magnetically induced buckling of a rectangular block.
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Under solely magnetic loading, it is found that the critical (onset-of-bifurcation) value for the applied magnetic field
increases sharply with the substrate/layer shear moduli ratio. Magnetic saturation limits the possibility of such a bifurcation
to very low stiffness substrates, i.e., Gs=Glo0:005 and Gs=Glo0:025 for the cases of particle chains oriented parallel and
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, respectively. Given the already small stiffness of the MRE layer required to
maximize the magnetostrictive effect, purely magnetic loading leads to unrealistically soft substrates for haptic interface
applications. To overcome this difficulty, we are proposing a combined magneto-mechanical loading that brings the system
near a mechanical instability threshold (i.e., near a critically stable state) by applying a lateral compression, so that a small
magnetic field can subsequently trigger the desired bifurcation. A wide range of Gs=Gl (even allowing for stiffer substrates
Gs=Gl41) can thus be covered by applying an adequate compression (i.e., a lateral stretch λ1o1). It is also found that the
critical wavelength is very sensitive to the microstructure: a configuration where the particle chains are perpendicular to the
magnetic field (and hence parallel to the interface) allows for a much wider range of critical wavelengths than the parallel
loading configuration for reasonable values of the stiffness ratio (i.e. Gs=Gl � 0:3). In this regard, the results presented in the
previous section for the combined mechanical/magnetic loading suggest a method for designing devices that can be
destabilized by using weak magnetic fields, while tuning the wavelength of the corresponding eigenmode.

Extending this analysis to a 3D setting is highly desirable for the haptic applications of interest, and is part of the planned
continuation of this investigation. The present analysis pertains solely conditions for the onset of a first bifurcation.
However, the response of the system is expected to be even more complex in the post-bifurcation regime, exhibiting folds
and wrinkles (e.g., see the recent theoretical work on the creasing of axially compressed elastic halfspaces by Audoly and
Boudaoud, 2008b,c and Zang et al., 2012 as well as the recent theoretical/experimental study on the folding wrinkles of a
thin stiff layer on a soft subspace by Sun et al., 2012), thus motivating an additional investigation direction for haptic
applications. Research in these directions can proceed using the continuum anisotropic models proposed recently by Danas
et al. (2012). However, the tools of homogenization theory and micro-models are required in order to better explain the
strong influence of the MRE's microstructure on the macroscopic stability of the system found in this work, which is another
research path along which this work is planned to continue (see for instance Ponte Castañeda and Galipeau, 2011 and
Lopez-Pamies, 2014).
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Appendix A. Bifurcation equations coefficients

The coefficients L‥
‥‥, required for the calculation of the second Frechet derivative of the system's potential energy and

introduced in (3.2), are given below. We remind the reader that these coefficients are calculated on the principal solution
where the strains are constant and the magnetic field perturbation potential α¼ 0, as described in Section 2.4.
A.1. MRE layer

For the MRE layer, the corresponding L‥
‥‥ coefficients are

Luu
ijkl ¼ ρ0

∂2ψ l

∂Fij Fkl
þμ0ρ0

2J
MnMnð Þ F �1

ji F �1
lk þF �1

jk F �1
li

� �� �
¼Luu

klij;

LuM
ijk ¼ ρ0

∂2ψ l

∂Fij Mk
�μ0ρ0

J
F �1
ji Mk

� �
¼LMu

kij ;

Luα
ijk ¼

ρ0
J
Mp FpqF

�1
ji �δipδjq

� �
εqk ¼Lαu

kij ;

LMM
ij ¼ ρ0

∂2ψ l

∂Mi Mj
þμ0ρ0

J
δij

� �
¼LMM

ji ;

LMα
ij ¼ �ρ0

J
Fikεkj ¼LαM

ji ;

Lαα
ij ¼ 1

μ0J
εkiεljCkl ¼Lαα

ji ; ðA:1Þ

where εij is the alternating symbol and δij is the Kron̈ecker delta. The above expressions involve derivatives of the free
energy ψl with respect to F and M, which are calculated in terms of its invariants in Appendix B.
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A.2. Substrate

For the substrate, the corresponding L‥
‥‥ coefficients are

Luu
ijkl ¼ ρ0

∂2ψ s

∂Fij Fkl
¼Luu

klij;

Lαα
ij ¼ 1

μ0J
εkiεljCkl ¼Lαα

ji : ðA:2Þ

The above expressions involve derivatives of the free energy ψs with respect to F, which are calculated in terms of its
invariants in Appendix B.

A.3. Air

For the air, the corresponding L‥
‥‥ coefficients are

Lαα
ij ¼ 1

μ0J
εkiεljCkl ¼Lαα

ji : ðA:3Þ

The obvious question here is what one takes for the deformation gradient F in the air. From strain compatibility at the
interface F11 ¼ λ1. The value for F22 ¼ λ2 can be chosen arbitrarily and is here for simplicity taken to be λ2 ¼ λ1, thus leading,
according to (3.20), to θa ¼ 1. A more careful examination of the boundary condition (3.22)3, which is the only equation
connecting Lαα

ij with the full eigenvalue problem, involves the combination Lαα
22θa ¼ ðLαα

11Lαα
22Þ1=2 ¼ ðC11C22Þ1=2=J ¼ 1, and

hence independent of the choice of F in the air.

Appendix B. First and second derivatives of the energy density functions

The energy density derivatives appearing in the expressions for the coefficients L‥
‥‥ in Appendix A are hereby calculated

in function of the invariants of these energy densities using the standard chain rule as follows:

∂ψ
∂Fij

¼ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1

∂ψ
∂IP

∂IP
∂Fij

;

∂ψ
∂Mi

¼ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1

∂ψ
∂IP

∂IP
∂Mi

; ðB:1Þ

where ninv is the number of invariants relevant in each case (ninv ¼ 8 for the layer and ninv ¼ 2 for the substrate). The second
derivatives are similarly found to be

∂2ψ
∂Mi ∂Mj

¼ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1
∑
ninv

Q ¼ 1

∂2ψ
∂IP ∂IQ

∂IP
∂Mi

∂IQ
∂Mj

þ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1

∂ψ
∂IP

∂2IP
∂Mi ∂Mj

;

∂2ψ
∂Fij ∂Mk

¼ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1
∑
ninv

Q ¼ 1

∂2ψ
∂IP ∂IQ

∂IP
∂Fij

∂IQ
∂Mk

þ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1

∂ψ
∂IP

∂2IP
∂Fij ∂Mk

;

∂2ψ
∂Fij ∂Fkl

¼ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1
∑
ninv

Q ¼ 1

∂2ψ
∂IP ∂IQ

∂IP
∂Fij

∂IQ
∂Fkl

þ ∑
ninv

P ¼ 1

∂ψ
∂IP

∂2IP
∂Fij ∂Fkl

: ðB:2Þ

Appendix C. Coefficients of the matrix D

The coefficients of the matrix D defined in Eq. (3.23) are

D1q ¼ fLuu1212 ΔU I
1 ζIþ i Luu1221 ΔU I

2þLuα122 ζIgl; I ¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D1q ¼ �fLuu
1212 ΔV I

1 ξIþ i Luu
1221gs; I¼ 1;2; q¼ Iþ6;

D2q ¼ fi Luu2211 ΔU I
1þLuu2222 ΔU I

2 ζIþ i Luα221gl; I¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D2q ¼ �fi Luu
2211 ΔVI

1þLuu
2222 ξIgs; I¼ 1;2; q¼ Iþ6;

D3q ¼ fLαu212 ΔU I
1 ζIþ i Lαu221 ΔU I

2þLαα22 ζIgl; I¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;
D39 ¼ �fLαα

22 θsgs; D3q ¼ 0; q¼ 7;8;10;

D4q ¼ fΔU I
1gf ; I¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D4q ¼ 1; q¼ 7;8;

D5q ¼ fΔU I
2gf ; I¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D5q ¼ fΔVI
2gs; I¼ 1;2; q¼ Iþ6;

D6q ¼ 1; q¼ 1;…;6;
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D69 ¼ 1; D6q ¼ 0; q¼ 7;8;10;

D7q ¼ f½Luu1212 ΔU I
1 ζIþ i Luu1221 ΔU I

2þLuα122 ζI �exp ðζIωHÞgf ; I ¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D7q ¼ 0; q¼ 7;…;10;

D8q ¼ f½i Luu2211 ΔU I
1þLuu2222 ΔU I

2 ζIþ i Luα221�exp ðζIωHÞgf ; I¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D8q ¼ 0; q¼ 7;…;10;

D9q ¼ f½Lαu212 ΔU I
1 ζIþ i Lαu221 ΔU I

2þLαα22 ζI �exp ðζIωHÞgf ; I¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D9q ¼ 0; q¼ 7;8;9; D910 ¼ �fLαα
22 θa exp ðθaωHÞga;

D10q ¼ fexp ðζIωHÞgf ; I¼ 1;…;6; q¼ I;

D10q ¼ 0; q¼ 7;8;9; D1010 ¼ �fexp ðθaωHÞga: ðC:1Þ

Appendix D. Asymptotic result for compliant substrates

In the limiting case where the stiffness ratio between the substrate and the MRE layer Gs=Gl-0 and the stretch λ1 ¼ 1,
one can extract a relation between an asymptotic result for the normalized critical magnetic field bhc=ρ0Ms and the critical
wavenumber ðωHÞc as a function of Gs=Gl using “structural approximations”, which lead to a scaling relationbhc � ðωHÞc � ðGs=GlÞ1=p with p42. In order to illustrate this dependence, we simplify our analysis by restricting our
attention to an isotropic MRE layer and substrate, tacitly assuming that the scaling relation between bhc, ðωHÞc and Gs=Gl

remains the same for the anisotropic case.
The energy density function ψl of the MRE layer is approximated by

ρ0ψ l F;Mð Þ ¼ Gl
H2

12ð1�νlÞ
ðw;11Þ2þ

C7

2M2
s

ðλ2MÞ2
" #

; w X1ð Þ � u2 X1;
H
2

� �
; M X1ð Þ �M2 X1;

H
2

� �
: ðD:1Þ

In the above expression, νl is the Poisson ratio of the MRE layer whereby the mechanical part of the layer's strain energy
density in (2.12) is approximated by the bending energy of the layer (Bernoulli–Euler–Navier theory) in terms of the layer's
mid-plane displacement w, while the magnetic contribution depends only on M, the mid-plane, X2-component of the
specific magnetization. We only need to use the term linked to invariant I7, since it accounts for magneto-mechanical
coupling (for small strains, the contributions from the I6 and I8 invariants, which are also quadratic in M, can be
approximately folded in the I7 term). The much softer substrate's energy density ψs can be approximated as an elastic
foundation, namely,

ρ0ψ s ¼
Gsγ

2ð1�νsÞ
w2; ðD:2Þ

where γ is a constant with dimensions of (length)�1 and νs is the Poisson ratio of the substrate.
By using the constitutive equation for magnetization (2.9) in conjunction with the magnetic field continuity in (2.16) and

the energy density approximation in (D.1)

C7

M2
s

ðλ2Þ2M¼ ∂ðρ0ψ lÞ
∂M

¼ ρ0μ0
bh�ρ0

J

� �
M; ðD:3Þ

from which the following relation between bh and M is found:

M¼
bh

ρ0 ½βðλ2Þ2þ J�1�
; β� GlC7

μ0ðρ0MsÞ2
: ðD:4Þ

For the case of small strains and moderate rotations approximation used here, we have the following kinematic relations
for the transverse stretch ratio λ2, the volume change J ¼ det F, the strain measures ϵ11; ϵ22 and the slope w;1

λ2 ¼ 1þϵ22; J ¼ 1þϵ11þϵ22; ϵ22 ¼ � νl
1�νl

ϵ11; ϵ11 ¼
1
2
ðw;1Þ2: ðD:5Þ

Substituting (D.1), (D.2), (D.4) and (D.5) into (2.1), one obtains the following approximation for the potential energy,
while keeping only terms involving the displacement w:

P ¼
Z L

0

GlH
3

12ð1�νlÞ
ðw;11Þ2�

μ0HðbhÞ2
4ð1þβÞ2

1�2νlþ2βνl
1�νl

ðw;1Þ2þ
Gsγ

2ð1�νsÞ
w2

( )
dX1: ðD:6Þ

Minimization of the above potential energy with respect to w leads to the following Euler–Lagrange equation for the
eigenmode Δw:

P;wwΔw
� �

δw¼ 0⟹
GlH

3

6ð1�νlÞ
Δw;1111þ

μ0HðbhÞ2
2ð1þβÞ2

1�2νlþ2βνl
1�νl

Δw;11þ
Gsγ

1�νs
Δw¼ 0: ðD:7Þ
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By setting the eigenmode Δw¼W sin ðωX1Þ in the above relation, one gets the following critical condition:

Gl

6ð1�νlÞ
ðωHÞ4� μ0ðbhÞ2

2ð1þβÞ2
1�2νlþ2βνl

1�νl
ðωHÞ2þGsγH

1�νs
¼ 0: ðD:8Þ

By expressing bh as a function of ωH and minimizing over all ωHAR, one obtains that the critical field bhc and the
corresponding dimensionless wavenumber ðωHÞc arebhc � ðGs=GlÞ1=4; ðωHÞc � ðGs=GlÞ1=4: ðD:9Þ

Biot (1937) has proposed a modification of the substrate energy (D.2) in order to capture more accurately a sinusoidal
type deformation of the substrate. This modification consists of an energy in the form ωw2Gsγ=2ð1�νsÞ. In this case, a similar
analysis to the one presented before would yieldbhc � ðGs=GlÞ1=3; ðωHÞc � ðGs=GlÞ1=3: ðD:10Þ
A similar conclusion has been reached by Audoly and Boudaoud (2008a) through more sophisticated analysis, who also
show that this result gives a better approximation for the sinusoidal post-bifurcated equilibrium path.

In any of the two aforementioned cases, the obtained scaling relations are based on approximations of the substrate
energy and they both confirm the steep increase of the critical applied magnetic field and the critical wavenumber of the
numerical results in Section 4.1. Even though, it is very difficult to judge which of the two scaling relations performs better
in the present study, we find that the scaling relation corresponding to bhc � ðGs=GlÞ1=3 exhibits a larger range of validity
when compared with the numerical results in Fig. 2. A more rigorous asymptotic analysis of the full field equations in (2.4),
similar to the one carried out by Kankanala and Triantafyllidis (2008) is required to resolve the issue of correct scaling for
the critical magnetic field for vanishingly small substrate stiffness, but it is outside the scope of this work.
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